Mr. & Mrs. C Martin
5 The Close
Tolgate
Borough Green
Kent
TN15 8EG
To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing in relation to inconsiderate parking by persons from outside the village of Borough Green
travelling by train into London, we have for many years requested that some action be taken by local
and district council to prevent the practice of using local housing estates as daily car parks rather than
the provided parking at Borough Green station Mr. Mike Taylor is the first person to take up this issue
and look to put plans in place to restrict this and allow residents, their relatives, care providers and
emergency services to have easy access when required.
We decided many years ago to install a driveway to secure our current vehicle following costly
vandalism whilst parked on the close, we now constantly have problems accessing this driveway to
make our vehicle available when required due to parking opposite the gated access. As I write this I am
unable to park on my driveway yet again (please see picture below) as a car has been parked all day.
Mike provided a letter for our use to point out to those parking that they were causing an inconvenience
to residents of The Close as the requests we had been using previously, following advice from the Kent
Police were having no effect.
Our neighbor has daily visits from relatives and care providers and has recently required emergency
service attendance on several occasions following illness and falls which means the road being totally
inaccessible as no parking is available.
I am amazed to hear that Mike is being pilloried for trying to fight this local issue and hope that the
person/persons who have actioned this see sense and realise the fault sits with them?
Yours

Colin D Martin
Colin D Martin

